
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Freskkoz provides to you the finest cooks at your doorstep, to cook your meal. Freskkoz 

ensures on-time arrival of cooks and highest service quality through an efficiently 

organized network of cooks. 

 Verified and experienced cooks 

 Variety of cuisines 

 No monthly commitment 

 Easy booking 

 Upfront pricing 

 Pay-per-visit model 

 Anytime, Anyplace 

 Multiple payment options 

 

We hold ourselves to the same standards as the best restaurants in Bangalore and beyond. Our in -house training program at freskkoz  

ensures that cooks deliver a consistent experience that our diners can trust. Created by top local cooks, our curriculum covers 

everything from the individual dishes on your menu to our high standards for service, cleanup, and friendliness. 

Every cook on Freskkoz has been interviewed in person and passed a background check They also have to undergo through regular 

health checkup to ensure proper hygiene of the food they prepare. 

 

 

 

 

 

Personal Chef Service, Part Time Cooks in Whitefield 
We understand that you don't want to eat out or use food delivery services everytime you can't cook for yourself. We get how much 

you value hygienic fresh home-cooked food. We also know the hassles of hiring a monthly cook. Freskkoz is here for you now. 

 

 

 

 

 

Get your favourite meal cooked in your kitchen with your ingredients. Enjoy the flexibility 

of getting your cook anytime, anyplace WITHOUT any monthly commitment. And what's 

more you get all this at affordable price. Whether you want a simple dinner, exotic 

cuisine, an extravagant get together meal, a quick bite or a family function, Freskkoz gives 

you all. Whether you are nuclear or a joint family, a group of bachelors or spinsters, 

Freskkoz is there for you. 

If you are anyone with a kitchen in your home and an appetite for a delectable hygienic 

home cooked food, Freskkoz is at your service. By maintaining an efficiently organized 

network of cooks, Freskkoz ensures you get your cook in minimum time. Also,having 

undergone rigorous background verification, personality, etiquette and cooking training, 

our cooks are sure to give you a differentiated, satisfying and enjoyable experience. 

Trained for your meal 
We hold ourselves to the same standards as the best restaurants in Bangalore and beyond. Our in -house training program at 

freskkoz , ensures that cooks deliver a consistent experience that our diners can trust. Created by top local cooks, our curriculum 

covers everything from the individual dishes on your menu to our high standards for service, cleanup, and friendliness. 

 

 

Lotus Petal, Doddakamanahalli main road, Bannerghatta-560083 Bangalore. 

+91 9036001244 

http://freskkoz.com  
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